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Sp

 eaker: Istvan 

Faze  Speaker 

At This Transformative Retreat, you will experience new breakthroughs in the body-mind-spirit 
connection and understand the role of spiritual development in our physical well-being with 
Istvan Fazekas, author of The Alkalizing Diet, and Edgar Cayce and the Yoga Sutras. These 
presentations are filled with readily applicable tools for transformation, learn how our thoughts 
and beliefs affect our bodies and our daily lives, explore effective uses of the Cayce 
remedies, discuss the many profound benefits of regular meditation, and understand the true 
nature of karma and it’s role along our path to higher consciousness. Istvan’s depth of 
knowledge is combined with his down-to-earth style to give you practical wisdom from ancient 
and modern sources that will help you understand the secrets of the body as a living temple. 

Istvan Fazekas is a dynamic speaker, melding Christian mysticism with Eastern traditions, 
somatic sciences, and energetic principles. A popular presenter at A.R.E. in Virginia Beach 
and across the country, he served on the focus group for the book Still Here by counterculture 
icon Ram Dass and has studied with yogis and Buddhist teachers for over 16 years. He has 
served on the faculties of National Holistic Institute, Western Institute of Science and Health, 
and Sonoma College. 

Past attendees say of Istvan: “A dynamic speaker & presenter.” �“I would 
come to hear him present on anything!” 
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The  A.R.E. in the Northwest Today 
        By Keith Grinnell 
 
Dear friends of the A.R.E.  and especially new inquirers.  Welcome to our web site,  www.arepnw.org 
.  It is our desire to be of service to you.  There are many ways in which you may become involved 
with Edgar Cayce’s ARE both here in the Northwest and also through Headquarters in Virginia 
Beach, VA as a means of personal spiritual growth through study and service. 
  
We are currently divided into four groups covering the Northwest, called Area Teams,  covering 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Western Montana and Alaska.  The groups are active in promoting the 
Cayce philosophy and related material through a variety of outreach programming. 
 
The four groups may be contacted by email or phone. 

 “Northwest Area Team” is centered in Anacortes, WA. and the surrounding communities. Contact 
Claudia Carabba  at 360-588 –0662 or email NWAT@comcast.net .  

 “Puget Sound Area Team” which is centered in the greater Seattle, WA area and surrounding 
communities.  Contact Keith Grinnell at 253-839-9594  or email  klgrinnell@aol.com.  

 “Portland Area Team” which is centered in the Portland, OR  metropolitan area and surrounding 
communities. Contact Nobie and Raymond Tarpey at 503-697-8341 or email nobtarpey@yahoo.com.  

“Tri-Cities Area Team”  located in Eastern Washington 
in the Tri-Cities Richland, WA. area.  Contact Pierre Saget at 509-588-6546 or email      
Pierre_Saget@hotmail.com. 
 
Please feel free to contact any of the four groups with questions or other inquiries.  
If you have an interest in the ARE Spiritual Growth / Study Group program, any of the Team leaders 
listed will be able to assist you. 
 
One way to assist you in your personal spiritual search is by placing your contact information on our 
Northwest email alert list so we may advise you of any events of interest within a reasonable driving 
distance of your home.   We can provide this alert service if you will contact Keith Grinnell and 
provide your email address along with your city and state which will permit placement on an email list 
for your general area.   
 
The Email addresses in our alert list are used only for ARE purposes and will not be given or sold to 
anyone for other purposes.  You can be deleted from our list at any time by notifying Keith Grinnell, at 
klgrinnell@aol.com or phone 253-839-9594.   To revise or add communication direct from A.R.E. 
headquarters contact member services at 1-800-333-4499  
 
 
 

 
 
Portland ARE Activities Update 
Raymond & Nobie Tarpey reporting: 
Hi Everyone, 
The following is a brief summary of our 
recent activities here in Portland, Oregon: 
  
9/18-9/20/2009: Portland ARE Fall Retreat at the Alton Collins Retreat Center, Eagle Creek, OR. 
Presenters: Dawn Lianna, a medical intuitive & channeler of the ancient Chinese Taoist Sage, 
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Lao Tzu & Kathy Kinnaird, a Master Teacher of Human Design(The Human Design system 
combines the wisdom of Astrology, the I Ching, the Chakral system and the Kabala to provide 
individuals with an incredibly accurate portrait of their soul personalities and body/mind/health 
framework). 
It was a grand few days again with fellow woo-woo's in the forest. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the 
presentations and, as always, ARE soul companionship. 
Unfortunately, during these tight economic times, we won't be sponsoring the 3 Day Fall Retreat in 
2010. It will be a 1 Day event instead. We'll keep you posted. 
  
11/9/2009: “The Spiritual Legacies of Mu/Lemuria 
& Atlantis and the Mayan Calendar 2012” at the 
Lakewood Arts Center in Lake, Oswego, OR. 
Presenter: Raymond Tarpey 
The event was well attended, and Raymond 
expressed his hope for “a minor adjustment in 2012”. 
“Apparently, we don't seem as bad yet as the inhabitants of 
Sodom & Gomorrah”. 
  
12/19/2009: “Annual A.R.E Portland Holiday Potluck Gathering” 
at the Tarpey Residence in Lake Oswego, OR. 
Following our holiday tradition, we combined our monthly study group meeting with 
a Potluck Luncheon, and our fantabulous “White Elephant Gift Exchange” 
activity. 
Some came away with a nice gift and others with an object for the decoration of their garage, a 
future such exchange or a Goodwill donation. Such is the way things go 
here in the Incarnate Realm. As spiritual as we all want ourselves to be, little flickers of greed and 
covetousness were in evidence. 
  
1/16/10 "Taking Advantage of Planetary Shifts in 2010" with Mark Dodich, Astrologer. 
Another very successful event with Mark Dodich telling us what to expect in 2010 and onward toward 
2012. According to Mark, the planets are building up to a motivating pattern called a 'T-Square' next 
summer which will provide us with “...just the kick in the seat of our pants to get our livee moving in 
new directions”. This will be necessary as we approach the 2012 Mayan Calendar turnover. 
  
3/13/2010: “Create Your Spirit Garden” at the Tarpey Residence 
with Guest Speaker, Teresa Hart. 
Teresa instructed us on how to "Create Your Spirit Garden" using techniques such as: 
Dowsing, Using the solstice and equinox information, planting by the moon signs and phases, 
Machaelle Small Wright Perelandra gardening techniques, using the spirit powers of the Devas, Pan 
Power, the White Brotherhood, your higher self, Anastasia’s garden techniques, and Sacred 
Geometry in the garden. Whew! It was terrific! We had plenty to talk about during the Luncheon 
Potluck that followed. And then, the extra bonus: free samples of liquid bat guano for our gardens this 
summer! We'll be wearing our masks when we apply it. 
  
4/17/10 “Enlightened Contact with Extraterrestrial Intelligence” with Guest Speaker, James 
Gilliland. James is the director of ECETI, Enlightened Contact with Extraterrestrial Intelligence, which 
aims to connect humanity and the Earth with the higher teachings of the Ascended Masters and 
Benevolent Extraterrestrials. James wowed the audience with pictures and videos taken around his 
property, the ECETI Ranch near Mt. Adams, OR. It is a hotbed of UFO activity and is open to the 
public with prior notice. After a Near Death Experience in 1979, James returned with what he refers to 
as an 'Interdimensional Mind'―the ability to move beyond the body and the personality into other 
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planes and dimensions throughout the multiverse. James and his "UFO Ranch" have been featured 
on Coast to Coast AM and television shows on the History Channel, Fox, BBS Television, and shows 
such as Paranormal State. The hall at the West Hills Unitarian Church was packed for his lecture and 
several people of our group went to the ranch and confirmed his incredible reports! 
4/30/10: “The Mayan Calendar, Spirit Voice of the American Heart”, sponsored by the PNW 
Dowsers, Presenter: Raymond Tarpey. Raymond shared his knowledge of the Edgar Cayce 
testimony on Mayan connections with Mu/Lemuria & Atlantis and information on the symbols and 
resonances he uses in his Sacred Mayan Calendar Readings. Raymond also explained why the 
“Mayan Sacred Calendar” is the “Spirit Voice of the American Heart”. 
  
Upcoming Events: May-June: (We're still waiting for a sign, therefore: TBA), July, 2010: 

Summer Picnic & Psychic Fair,  August, 2010: Macrobiotic Cooking Presentation (Details TBA) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

News from the Tri-Cities 
 

by 

 
Pierre Saget 

 

On April 24th the ARE Tri-Cities Area Team hosted an all day seminar on Near Death 
Experiences featuring Kimberly Clark Sharp. We almost had a disaster on our hands when at 
the last minute the Power Point instrument refused to cooperate, but Kimberly gracious, 
dynamic and nimble as usual did the entire presentation without visual aids except for use of 
a TV near the end of her presentation. God Bless her! The seminar was held at one of our 
local metaphysical churches. We had 53 registrants and ultimately 49 people showed up. 
Folks came from quite a distance for this activity, eg. Columbia Falls & White Fish MT, Boise 
& Lewiston ID, Vancouver, Seattle, Spokane, Yakima, and Ellensburg WA, besides near 
locals from Milton Freewater, OR.  All who attended were very happy with the presentation. 
As a matter of fact although the session was scheduled to last only until 4:30 pm through 
popular demand Kimberly graciously spoke for at least another hour. Book sales also went 
well. Overall, the event was very well received by everyone there.  
  
Planning is currently under way for a fall activity but nothing definitive has been established 
yet.  
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Editor’s note 
 

by 
 

Gordon Yumibe 
 
 

Well, hello, I’m sure you may already know a little about me from my columns, Steps Along the 
Path. Steve Wiese has decided to step down from his editor duties and I have agreed to take them 
on. I am a little excited about this. I’ve been personally involved with the Puget Sound Area team for 
about four or five years now. It’s been enough to familiarize myself with everyone and to help run 
some of the events, particularly Spring Seabeck. It’s fortunate that I’ve been able to polish up some of 
my writing skills, having completed a four or five year period where I finished my studies in Spiritual 
Mentoring through Atlantic University. I’m hoping that we will be able to draw upon our collective 
energies to see how and where we go from here. Right now there are a few changes within the 
organization that will be affecting some of our wide-ranging interests. I’m sorry to say that for the 
immediate future there will be no Spring Seabeck. Most of us who have been doing the work are 
suffering from program exhaustion. They have all been doing it for years and don’t wish to do it again 
for now. There have been discussions about putting on a day program or two but nothing for now.  
We will all just waiting to see how the next chapter unfolds. 

I was fortunate to attend the Portland Area Teams Fall Retreat last year. They too, decided not 
to sponsor the same event this year. I really enjoyed my experience there and will miss the 
fellowship. I’m sure there will be many others who will be feeling similarly. Let us all hope and pray for 
some divine inspiration about where all these events will now have to lead us.   

 My world has been changing quite rapidly with each day bringing a fresher perspective to 
mind. I would especially like to hear from each one of you to find out what has been capturing your 
interests. I have been able to expand my connections through the internet. 

 
http://edgarcayce.ning.com 
 
This was website that was sponsored by Virginia Beach that unfortunately is closing down only 

after a year or so. It was starting to attract a few more members each month. I was able to post a 
couple, three blogs that are still there. The ning site will be closing July for lack of funding. I took part 
in an eGroup , “Exploring the Mysteries of the Eighth and Twelfth Astrological Houses”, an with 
Carmen Turner-Schott. There’s another one starting in September with Lynn Sparrow Christie, “ 
Apprentice to the Master: Following Jesus in the 21st Century”, that I’m thinking of participating in. I 
just need to help others keep growing. There is a tremendous amount of Love and Light that is 
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currently being channeled down on our planet. I am thinking that there will be a transformation in our 
collective consciousness. It’s imminent and exciting at the same time.  

 
Ideally I’d like to see this newsletter add something to our Edgar Cayce community with a 

wider vision that is happening as the world is rapidly being transformed into a newer millennium. I’m 
hoping we can garnish what we have already created in our selves with the Love that is being 
bestowed upon us to help us through these times. Let’s all try to actively spread what Love and light 
we have to help sustain each one of us and earn back our rightful place with the Creative forces that 
are already shaping our lives. 

 
I heard from Claudia Caraba earlier who says she’s been doing well. She says both she and 

Gary are hosting a study group, taking a summer break and starting up again in the fall. Also on 
another front, LeAnne Watrous and her friend Dawn Fulton are starting a study group in Ellensburg. 
They will be meeting on the 1st and 3rd Sunday evenings. You may call (509) 899-5124 for directions. 
Welcome Le Anne and Dawn !! There were a couple of people who came all the way from Montana 
for Spring Seabeck…wonderful to meet you too. I also want to mention our other neighbors from the 
north land of Canada. There have been regular attendees of our Spring programs. I heard that our 
ARE area includes Alaska….give us a call ! There are some rumblings and discussions, since our 
region went away, that Virginia Beach is thinking of making one big region, Western Region, or 
something like that. For IRS considerations we are somewhat affiliated with the California’s region. 
One thing that went away with the region was our ability to handle credit card numbers for any of our 
events, books, and astrology reports; strictly cash or checks only.  

So with that note, I’ll be signing off until the next newsletter. Please let someone know how we 
can remain a viable concern for all our members, new visitors, and anyone else feeling up to giving 
us a peek. I’d like to remain in touch with as many of you as possible. Feel free to drop a line or two if 
you so inspired. Thanks!  

 
-gy 
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Along with the recent Pacific Northwest 

Regional structure change comes a newer, 

streamlined newsletter.  This newsletter is not 

being mailed out because of the high printing 

and mailing costs.   It will only be available on 

the Pacific Northwest webpage.  Consequently, 

we won’t be reprinting a lot of the information 

that is already posted on the website, such as: 

 

A Search for God Study Groups—for the latest 

list of study groups to join, go to 

http://arepnw.org/study.html 

 

Astrology Reports – to view the wide range of 

reports available and place your order, go to 

http://arepnw.org/astrology/astrology.htm 

 

Pacific Northwest Contact Information - 

http://arepnw.org/CommunicationBulletinJan09.

pdf 
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A.R.E. Pacific Northwest Spirit 
is published three times a year by 

A.R.E. of Washington, Inc., dba 

 

It is a membership benefit for Pacific Northwest 

members available on our website or as hardcopy 

(by special request, see below).   
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Newsletter  Team 
 

Editor in Chief: 

Keith Grinnell 

Communications Team Leader 

 

Editorial Team 
 

Gordon Yumibe 

 

gyumibe@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Articles and letters to the editor are invited and 

articles become the property of the A.R.E. Pacific 

Northwest Spirit. Articles should not exceed 300 

words. 

 

Deadlines for submission are early January, 

early June, and early September. E-mail for 

exact dates. 
 

The editorial team reserves the right to edit 

submissions and to refuse articles or ads that do 

not meet publication standards.  Opinions of 

contributors do not necessarily represent those of 

the editorial team or A.R.E. Inc. 

 

 

For correspondence, 

contributions/submissions; to change address, 

phone or email, or request a hard copy, please 

contact Keith Grinnell by  phone 253-839-9594, 

regular mail at: 

A.R.E.  Newsletter Team 

PO Box 3768 


